The Liebmann Lineage: A Family History
This chronicle – genealogy, legends, and stories – was created by Mr. and Mrs. Henry J.
Liebmann. It was inspired by our youngest son, Jeffrey, who was extremely curious about his
ancestors and their places of origin. This curiosity launched us into a 25-year odyssey of
research and data collection. We visited genealogy facilities in Washington, D.C., various
courthouses, churches, and cemeteries. Jeffrey played an active role in this research from the
beginning in 1969 through 1974. He even did some investigating on his trip to the United
Kingdom after graduating from the University of Pittsburgh. The work finally culminated in a
video tape and a wall display, which we dedicate to Jeffrey.
We believe that a family history is important to the younger generations. It should give them a
sense of belonging, knowing something about the people who have gone before them. It allows
them to be rooted in the traditions of honesty, loyalty, faithfulness, patriotism, freedom, and
religion.
We do not feel that this history should breed arrogance, but rather serve as a source for simple,
justifiable pride in the humble, and sometimes famous persons in the lineage. No matter their
station in life, they did their duty to family, country, and God. It is these ancestors that formed
each of our physical and mental characteristics through the genetic system.
The wall display shows pictorial summaries of facts, legends, and lore, all of which was drawn
with ink and watercolor by Henry Liebmann. The lower center section is a true family tree,
consisting of direct and indirect family connections. The primary source document for much of
this project was The Bonar Genealogy, compiled and published by Dorothy Elizabeth Rine
Bonar in 1969. Additional resources used to add to and reinforce this section included The
Porter Genealogy and The Lee Family Ancestry were collected by Mary A. Best at Washington,
D.C. around 1938; The Gibson Chronicles and Genealogy and The Magers Genealogy compiled
and written by Lillian Belle Arnold McKinley in 1961; and The Martin Family Genealogy
compiled by the Crow family.
The upper central panel is a map indicating family origins and original settlements in the United
States. It also contains a series vignettes on interesting facts and legends written in part by the
previously mentioned same authors.
At the top is our title block. This piece depicts our European origins through an uncle who
served as a personal bodyguard to Franz Joseph, Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary, the
last ruler of the Holy Roman Empire. His name was Worm (pronounced Vorm). The American
Indians represent the new world and the six flags that at one time ruled over parts of our land.
The remainder of the panels display interesting facts about the greater families, and pictures of
immediate family members. The remainder of this document will describe in greater detail the
panels and vignettes included in the wall display grouped under the genealogical line of Helen E.
(Bonar) Liebmann, or Henry J. Liebmann. These descriptions come from Henry’s notes, as well
as additional details from source documents. While this document focuses largely on these
direct lines, Henry’s notes contain extensive details on other branches, particularly of the Bonar
line.
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Foreword
This project forged a bond with my father for which I am truly grateful. I will always remember
with great fondness the times we spent digging through public records, traveling to old
homesteads, and crawling around graveyards in search of illusive tidbits. Even after I started
college and then my own family, Dad kept working on the genealogy, expanding the family tree
far beyond the boundaries of a wall display.
In the end, a family genealogy is merely a tool – a tool that can be used to unlock relationships
and enrich our search for meaning and purpose in life. Regardless of how seemingly trivial an
anecdote, or how tenuous our actual relationship to Robert E. Lee, learning about one’s roots
helps connect us with our past in ways that can perhaps illuminate our futures.
My goal in producing this document is to present my father’s work of 30 years in a new way –
one that focuses more on historic narrative. I hope that this effort will spark interest in the next
generations of Liebmanns, who can add their own stories and perspectives.
Most of the text is Dad’s. I have added some additional information for flow and clarification. I
have also included notes here and there of my own recollections.
I most want to focus on the talent and determination of my father, Henry J. Liebmann, by
highlighting his artwork created for this project. Dad was a special man. He was the kind of
person that may not have produced “historic” moments in the greater scheme of things. But he
touched the lives of those around him, making them better people, smarter people, people who
applied logic, compassion, and a strong sense of duty to everything he did. He made you want to
try new things, to aspire to new goals.
I think he would most like to be remembered as someone who did everything, both big and
small, in a way that exceeded expectations, addressed unforeseen problems, and held true to a
basic sense of decency and kindness.
Dad’s movie hero was John Wayne. In The Shootist, Wayne’s character summarized Dad’s
principles of life succinctly:
“I won't be wronged. I won't be insulted. I won't be laid a-hand on. I don't do these
things to other people, and I require the same from them.”
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Figure 1 - The Liebmann Lineage title block

Origins of the Bonar Family Line
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Figure 2 - Ancestral descent from Danish Vikingars

An ancient tradition in the Bonar family claims descent from Danish Vikingars.1 Although they
thought of primarily as raiders, they also engaged in a great deal of trade. Vikings from
throughout Scandinavia traveled widely from Greenland and North America in the west to
Novgorod (now in Russia), Kiev (now in Ukraine), and Constantinople (now Istanbul). Danes
largely occupied the center of this system, generally traveling west to England and south along
the coast of France and the Iberian Peninsula. In 842 C.E., some of these pirate warriors sailed
up the Loire River in 842 C.E. and founded a colony at Angers.

1

The term “Vikingar” seems to be a rarely used indefinite plural of the term “Viking,” and therefore not
representative of any specific subset of the peoples commonly known as Vikings.
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Figure 3 - Origin of the Bonare name

A descendant of these Vikingars, Guilhem le Danois, was a valvassor2 of Aquitaine.3 Le Danois
defeated a band of pagan Northmen during one of their many invasions. Le Danois was held by
many in the court of France as sacrilegious because he set fire to the Abbey of St. Blayse sur
Loire after the pagan freebooters entrenched themselves within its walls.
The King of France, however, approved of the valiant knight’s act, and turning to those of his
court who blamed the valvassor exclaimed in the rude Latin of the day, “Bona res! Bona res!
Conspectus Dei et Regis!” (“A good thing! A good thing! In the view of God and the King!”).
From these royal words the knight was thenceforth proclaimed Guilhem de Bonares. This
appellation descended as a patronymic to his progeny. His descendants were subsequently
vested with the honorable and knightly office of vidame or avoyer to the Abbey of St. Blayse.4

2

a subvassal; someone holding their lands from a vassal of the crown rather than from the crown directly.
Aquitaine refers to the name given the region of southeastern France at the time of Caesar's conquest of Gaul,
which included the area bounded by the Garonne River, the Pyrenees, and the Atlantic Ocean.
4
This account is widely cited, including in such sources as Burke's Dictionary of the Landed Gentry of Great Britain
& Ireland.
3
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Figure 4 - Roots of French migration to Britain

King Edward the Confessor of England died childless in January 1066 C.E., which set up a
succession struggle between several claimants to his throne. Harold was crowned king shortly
after Edward's death, but faced invasions by his own brother Tostig and the Norwegian King
Harald Hardrada (Harold III of Norway). Hardrada and Tostig defeated a hastily gathered army
of Englishmen at the Battle of Fulford on 20 September and were in turn defeated by Harold at
the Battle of Stamford Bridge five days later. While Harold and his forces were recovering,
William, Duke of Normandy, landed his invasion forces in the south of England at Pevensey on
28 September and established a beachhead for his conquest of the kingdom. Harold was forced
to march south swiftly, gathering forces as he went.
The English army was composed almost entirely of infantry and a few archers. Only half of the
invading Normans were infantry, the rest split equally between cavalry and archers. Harold tried
to surprise William, but scouts found his army and reported its arrival to William, who marched
from Hastings to the battlefield to confront Harold. The battle lasted from about 9 a.m. to dusk.
Early efforts of the invaders to break the English battle lines had little effect, so the Normans
pretended to flee in panic and then turned on their pursuers. Harold's death led to the retreat and
defeat of most of his army. After further marching and some skirmishes, William was crowned
as king on Christmas Day 1066.
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Figure 5 – The Bonares move to Scotland

The Bonare family settled in Scotland at the close of the 12th century C.E. King William the
Lion invited many French knights to settle there and Sir Guilhem de Bonare began the Scottish
branch of the family as the feudal Baron of Bonare in Perthshire on lands assigned to him in fief.
His name remains borne by the village of Bonar, situated at the foot of a hill on the summit of
which are the ruins of Castle Bonar, the keep being the only portion now remaining. Although
the barony long since passed into other hands, a local saying persists that “the auld tower will
stand till the Bonares come back.”
This account is another widely cited text. However, there is no modern record of any town or
castle by this name in Perthshire. Further north in the Scottish Highlands, however, lies the town
of Bonar Bridge. Today, a quiet little town of 1,500, Bonar Bridge is a tourist destination for
fishers and golfers.
Two theories exist about the town name. One holds that “Bonar” is an evolution of Scottish
Gaelic words meaning “fair ford” of the inlet of the Kyle of Sutherland. But we prefer to believe
that our ancestors settled here centuries before any mapmaker. While tradition had held that
Bonar Bridge was situated near ancient castle ruins, our research showed that the “castle” was
invented by a local resident named Jessie MacTavish to drum up tourist business.
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Figure 6 - Scottish colonization of Northern Ireland

The colonization of Ulster, a province of Ireland by the Scots, had been proposed by English
strategists since the end of the Nine Years' War. However, in 1608 Sir Cahir O'Doherty of
Inishowen launched a rebellion, capturing and burning the town of Derry. The brief rebellion
prompted Arthur Chichester, the Lord Deputy of Ireland, to plan a much bigger plantation and to
expropriate the legal titles of all native landowners in the province. Most of the land was
deemed to be forfeited to the Crown because the Irish chieftains were declared to be attainted.
English judges also declared that titles to land held under gavelkind, the native Irish custom of
inheriting land, had no standing under English law.
Most of the colonists came from Scotland, the majority having a different culture to the natives.
The official plantation comprised an estimated half a million acres of arable land. The province
was almost wholly Gaelic Catholic and had been the region most resistant to English control.
The plantation was also meant to sever Gaelic Ulster's links with the Gaelic Highlands of
Scotland. The Scottish colonists were mostly Presbyterian and the English mostly members of
the Church of England.

Among the many Scots who emigrated to Ireland were many of the Bonar family. Within this
group were members of the Bonar sept of Clan Graham. The Ulster plantation took on the look
of a Scotch occupation and succeeded in making the most backward of Irish provinces into the
rich and populous. It was not long, however, before extreme Royal authority and persecution
(economic and religious) began to be felt.
The legacy of the Ulster Plantation remains disputed. According to one interpretation, it created
a society segregated between native Catholics and a settler Protestant concentration in north east
Ireland. Therefore, the Ulster Plantation can be seen as one of the long-term causes of the
Partition of Ireland in 1921, and the seemingly timeless conflict that continues to this day.
The “Scotch-Irish” would be of both Scottish and Irish extraction, and the term was applied to
the descendants of those Presbyterian Lowland Scots who settled in Ulster in the 17th century.
Facing various forms of oppression, the migrating Scotch-Irish became familiar figures in
Europe, and even to the American colonies. Emigration to America was a known recourse to the
Scotch-Irish, as well as those of many other nationalities when life became hard, taxes
unbearable, or religious policies intolerable. Crop failures in Ireland in 1739 and 1740 increased
the pace of emigration resulting in an influx of thousands between 1720 and the advent of the
American Revolution. These immigrants played an important part in populating and developing
the American colonies and the newborn nation.

Figure 7 - The Bonar Sept of Clan Graham
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Figure 8 - Thomas Lee promotes settlement of the Ohio River valley

In 1711, young Thomas Lee was appointed resident manager of the vast Fairfax Proprietary,
including all lands between the Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers to their headwaters (figure
8). Lee was an empire builder and acquired Fairfax grants for large tracts of land on the upper
Potomac. He also negotiated the Treaty of Lancaster with the Six Nations of the Iroquois,
wherein they ceded to Virginia all lands south of the Ohio River, and organized the Ohio
Company composed of Virginians interested in promoting settlement on the Ohio. Although
taking place after his death, a conflict between the Ohio Company and the French from Canada
for possession of these lands was the proximate cause of the French and Indian War (the Seven
Years War in Europe). During that conflict, young George Washington fired the first shot at the
Battle of the Bower.
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Figure 9 - William Bonar comes to America

William Bonar was one of the thousands seeking a richer and freer life in a new land. He
emigrated to America in 1738 at a time when people were arriving from Ulster in a constant
stream. Tradition says William Bonar had an altercation with a tax collector over some cattle
just before coming to America. This tax situation may have been a reason for his leaving
Ireland. For a young man, it may have been for adventure, a journey with family or friends, or a
search to own land. (We don’t know the merits, nor the details of the story and we may never
know his real reason.) It is believed that three or four Bonar brothers came to America.
Scholars estimate that over 200,000 Scotch-Irish migrated from Ulster to the Americas between
1717 and 1775. As a late arriving group, they found that land in the coastal areas of the British
colonies was either already owned or too expensive, so they quickly left for the more
mountainous interior where land could be obtained cheaply. They radiated westward across the
Alleghenies, into Virginia, North and South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Here
they lived on the first frontier of America. Early frontier life was extremely challenging, but
poverty and hardship were familiar to them. The term hillbilly has often been applied to their
descendants in the mountains, carrying connotations of poverty, backwardness and violence.
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Figure 10 - William Bonar at Fort Vause

In his history of the Roanoke valley in Virginia, Judge Charles W. Crush wrote, “For many
centuries, there roamed over the hills and vales of Tennessee, Eastern Kentucky, and the western
part of the Carolinas the fierce and warlike Cherokees. Like the Comanches of the far west, they
were capable of great endurance, and frequently undertook journeys and marches of many
hundred miles from the headwaters of the streams falling into the gulf. Also roaming this
territory, including Southwestern Virginia, were the Shawnees; they roamed to the north,
frequently surprising and murdering defenseless families along the Shenandoah and Potomac
Rivers.”5 The pillaging and massacres led many settlers to leave their settlements.
At Shawsville VA in 1749, Ephraim Vause began developing his land and built at his own
expense a stockade fort. Fort Vause sat on a high knoll one half-mile west of Shawsville.
William Bonar became a neighbor to Ephraim when he purchased land on the south fork of the
Roanoke River. The French and Shawnees attacked the settlement at Draper’s Meadows in
1755, killing or capturing every person they found. They then attacked and burned Fort Vause in
1756, killing some, wounding others, and taking still others captive.
Governor Dinwiddie and Colonel George Washington used the destruction of Fort Vause as an
illustration of the futility of improperly manning and defending these small forts. Therefore, a
string of forts was ordered built approximately 20 miles apart across the western frontier from
5

Crush, Charles W. The Montgomery County Story: 1776-1957 (cited in The Bonar Genealogy, p. 13)

Pittsburgh to North Carolina. Washington visited to inspect and encourage the men
reconstructing Fort Vause. With two companions, Washington traveled up Roanoke River
valley. Just east of the fort, he narrowly escaped capture or death in an ambush by the Shawnee
crossing the south fork of the Roanoke. After its completion, the fort was attacked only once, by
Shawnees from Ohio.
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Figure 11 - The Fort Pitt Block House

After repelling two attempts to take Fort Duquesne, in 1758 the French abandoned their outpost
at the confluence of the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers. The British moved in, building
Fort Pitt in 1759.
The Fort Pitt Block House is an historic building in Point State Park in the City of Pittsburgh.
Constructed in 1764 as a redoubt of Fort Pitt, the Block House is the oldest extant structure in
Western Pennsylvania, as well as the "oldest authenticated structure west of the Allegheny
Mountains.” The structure was converted into a private house in 1785 by Isaac Craig. In 1894,
philanthropist Mary Schenley presented the deed to the Block House to the Daughters of the
American Revolution (D.A.R.) so the structure might be preserved for future generations.

William Bonar (the immigrant), arrived in
Virginia in 1738 and settled in Roanoke. He
purchased 92 acres of land on the south fork of
the Roanoke River in 1752. He had five sons and
at least one daughter.
William moved to Havre de Grace MD, where he
was recorded at part of the local census of 1776.
He signed the Oath of Fidelity on February 7,
1778 in Harford County MD. The D.A.R. accepts
signers of the Oaths of Fidelity as patriots.
John Bonar was the fourth son of William Bonar.
John served in the Sixth Virginia Regiment
during the Revolutionary War. Raised on
December 28, 1775 at Williamsburg VA for
service with the Continental Army, the Regiment
entered Valley Forge with 237 assigned, 82 fit for
duty, and left Valley Forge with 88 assigned, 47
fit for duty. Previous Engagements of the Sixth
Virginia Regiment included: Chesapeake Bay,
Northern New Jersey, Trenton-Princeton, Defense
of Philadelphia, Philadelphia-Monmouth.
Figure 12 - William Bonar, the immigrant

It is through John Bonar that all subsequent
descendants can claim membership in the D.A.R. (or the Sons of the American Revolution).
During our researches, Helen
Liebmann decided to go through
the laborious process of gaining
membership in the D.A.R.
Since she was the first person to
claim John Bonar as her
qualifying ancestor, the process
took many months and required
the submission of much
evidence. Eventually, she
succeeded, only to find that the
women in the D.A.R. were not
to her liking.
John married Rebecca Calhoun,
said to be the first red-haired
person in the Bonar family
(Maybe this is where Helen got
her red hair?). They settled on
Fork Ridge, Marshall County
WV and had two sons and two
daughters.

Figure 13 - John Bonar, Revolutionary War veteran
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Figure 14 - William Bonar receives a land grant from Patrick Henry

William Bonar, eldest son of the immigrant William, was 22 years old and single when he came
to what is now Brooke County WV to live with Oliver Gorrell. In 1776, William bought the
improvements of Isaac Meeks, and in 1777 made a settlement there. On October 7, 1777,
William signed the Oath of Allegiance to the Commonwealth of Virginia, which read:
We whose names are hereunto subscribed do swear that we renounce and refuse all
Allegiance to George the third King of Great Britain, his heirs and successors and that I will
be faithfull and bear True Allegiance to the commonwealth of Virginia as a free and
independent state, and that I will not at any [time] do or cause to be done, any matter or thing
that will be prejudicial or injurious to the freedom and independence thereof as declared by
congress and also that we will discover and make known to some one justice of the peace for
the said state all treasons or traiterous conspiracies which we now or hereafter shall know to
be formed against this or any of the united states of America So help me God.
William subsequently engaged in several expeditions against the Indians.6 On July 5, 1786,
William received a land grant signed by Virginia Governor Patrick Henry for 239 acres that
included his settlement.

6

William Bonar’s name is listed in the records of Revolutionary War Colonel David Shepherd (cited in The Bonar
Genealogy, p. 26)

The Bonar Connection to the Lees of Virginia
Several times in history, the Bonar line crossed paths with the famous line of the Lees of
Virginia, which produced signers of the Declaration of Independence, Revolutionary War
veterans, and eventually the greatest general of the Army of the Confederate States of America.
Detailing this connection also involves introducing the Gibson and Porter family lines.
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Figure 14 - Launcelot Lee settles in England

According to some historians, the Lee family came from Normandy, France into England in the
person of Launcelot Lee, a friend and comrade of William the Conqueror. Large estates in
county Essex were bestowed upon Launcelot in return for his services at the Battle of Hastings.
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Figure 15 - Launcelot Lee arming for battle
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Figure 16 - Crest of the Lee Family

The Lee family coat of arms displays the family motto, “Ne Incautus Futuri,” meaning “never
heedless of the future.”
ARMS
Gules, a fesse chequy azure and or between ten billets argent, four in chief, three, two, and one in
base (heraldic). A red shield, crossed in the middle by a blue and gold chequered band; four
silver rectangles in the space above the band, six below.
CREST
On a staff raguly lying fesse-ways, a squirrel sejant proper holding a nut; from the dexter end of
the staff a hazel branch vert fructed or (heraldic). On a staff lying horizontally, a squirrel
holding a nut, all-natural colors; from the right end of the staff a green hazel branch with golden
fruit.
MOTTO
Ne incautus futuri (Latin)

Not heedless of the future
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Figure 17 - The Lees come to America

Richard Lee was the grandson of John Lee of Coton Hall, Lord of the Manor of Nordley Regis in
southeastern Shropshire. He arrived in Virginia in 1639 as Clerk of the Quarter Court at
Jamestown. In 1643 the new governor, Sir William Berkeley, appointed Lee as Attorney
General of the Colony. He also served as High Sheriff and was a Colonel in the Militia.
Lee was in the fur trading business with the Indians and went to live among the Indians beyond
the frontier of settlement. Lee's first home was at the head of Tindall's Creek near the Indian
community of Capahosic Wicomico. On April 18. 1644, hordes of Powhatan Indians massacred
300 newcomers to the area, led by Chief Opchanacanough. They were driven back by a
successful counterattack. Lee and his family escaped and in 1652, he established himself at
Cobb’s Hall, which remains the property of his descendants today.
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Figure 18 - Startford, the landmark home of the Lees

Thomas Lee, grandson of Richard the immigrant, built Stratford Hall, the iconic home of the
Lees in America. In 1722, he purchased the large estate on the Potomac River. In 1725, he
began building the “Great House,” which was completed in 1730. The structure was called
Stratford after his grandfather’s residence near London.
Thomas Lee had six sons, five of whom played distinguished roles in the American Revolution.
Thomas Ludwell Lee was Burgess for Stafford County and served on revolutionary conventions
and on the Committee of Public Safety that held executive authority after the last royal governor
fled.
Thomas Lee’s youngest sons, William and Arthur, were in London. William was a merchant in
the Virginia Trade and Arthur was a doctor of medicine. William also took up the study of law
and became a barrister so that he could better argue the American case in the lobbies of
Parliament and in pamphlets that he signed as “Julius Americanus.” Largely through Arthur’s
contrivance, William was elected Alderman of London in May 1775 just a month after the “shot
heard round the world” was fired at Lexington and Concord. William was elected precisely
because he was an American demonstrating the city’s opposition to the Tory Ministry’s policies
toward America. Early in 1776, when it became evident that no reconciliation within the Empire
could be achieved, Arthur secretly obtained the first French commitment to clandestinely supply
military aid to the rebel colonies. He moved to Paris as one of three American commissioners
and in February 1778 signed the Treaty of Alliance between the United States and France.
William eventually abandoned his prospects in London to become emissary of the American
Congress in Europe.
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Figure 19 - Distinguished descendants of Thomas Lee

Richard Henry Lee was educated in England and became a student of science, literature, and
history. He served as Burgess for Westmoreland County and led the Virginia delegation to the
Continental Congress. He was an ardent and active patriot during the preliminary stages of the
Revolution, contending that the people of America could not be taxed without consulting their
representatives. Associated with Patrick Henry, his eloquence fired members of the House of
Burgesses to take action against the Stamp Act.
In 1776, he drew up the Westmoreland Resolutions, proclaiming the challenge of his countrymen
to the British Crown. As a member of the First Continental Congress, it was Richard Henry who
proposed the historic resolution that “these United Colonies are, and of right ought to be, free
and independent States.” He wrote the Address of Congress to the People of Great Britain,
signed the Treaty of Alliance with France, and later became a U.S. Senator.
He opposed slavery and favored suffrage for women. In a letter to Lafayette in 1785, he spoke
of his vision of a League of Nations, asking “Among the many leagues that are formed, why may
not one be made for the purpose of protecting the rights of humanity?”
Francis Lightfoot Lee was Burgess for Loudon County and also served in the Continental
Congress becoming with Richard Henry the other set of brothers to sign the Declaration of
Independence.

Henry Lee was known as “Light Horse Harry”
from his days as a cavalry officer. A nephew of
Thomas Lee, he was educated at Princeton
College. After marrying his cousin Matilda
(daughter of Philip Ludlow Lee), he came to live
at Stratford. Commissioned as a captain of a
Virginia cavalry troop at the outbreak of the
Revolutionary War, he attracted the attention of
General Washington for his brilliant exploits.
After the capture of Paulus Hook, he was
promoted to the rank of Lieutenant Colonel
service with distinction under General Nathaniel
Greene. He ended his military service with the
rank of Major General.

Figure 20 - "Light Horse Harry" Lee

After the war, he was elected to three terms as
Chief Magistrate of the Commonwealth of
Virginia, and while occupying this office was
called upon by Washington to take command of
the forces mustered to suppress the Whiskey
Rebellion. He served as Governor of Virginia and
was then elected to Congress. He delivered the

famous eulogy at the death of George Washington:
“First in war, first in peace, first in the hears of his
countrymen. He was second to none in the humble
and endearing scenes of private life; pious, just,
humane, temperate and sincere; uniform, dignified
and commanding, his example was as edifying to
all around him, as were the effects of that example
lasting.”
Elizabeth “Betsy” Lee was a full cousin of Light
Horse Harry Lee. She married Benjamin Gibson
in England, probably in County Surrey. They had
one son, Benjamin. Sadly, both parents died
young, so Benny was brought up by a maiden aunt,
Nancy Lee.
Benny grew up and married Mary O’Brien. Mary
was born in Ireland evidently to a family of means
because her father gave her a family slave – “Old
Black Soph” – as a wedding gift. Old Black Soph
helped raise Benjamin and Mary’s children,
including their son John. Eventually, John’s
daughter Susan would marry Miles Bonar, the great
grandson of William Bonar, the immigrant.

Figure 21 - "Betsy" Lee; connecting the
Lees to the Bonars
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As a member of the Maryland Militia, Benjamin Gibson was called out by the Governor to help
defend Baltimore in 1814. The English had succeeded in burning the capital in Washington,
D.C. and next attempted the capture of Baltimore, but were driven back. The siege of Baltimore
occurred about April 16, 1814 with General Samuel Smith as Commander. There were signal
boats along the Patapsco River, which forms part of the harbor of Baltimore. The cavalry and
infantry were stationed along the shores of the river and bay with their code of signals. Colonel
Wadsworth of the U.S. Engineers was in command.
During the bombardment of Fort McHenry, President Madison asked Francis Scott Key, a
statesman and attorney of Maryland living in Baltimore, to secure the release of a “Dr. Means,”
who was being held unjustly. He boarded the Minden for this purpose and was held overnight
during the assault. In the morning when he saw the flag still flying, and inspired by the intense
feeling of that hour, he wrote the first draft of our present-day National Anthem.

Figure 22 - The Bonar Blazon
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Our examination of the
connections between
the Bonars and the Lees
would not be complete
without including one
of our most noteworthy
ancestors, Robert E.
Lee (and who also
happened to be one of
Dad’s favorites!).
Born at Stratford,
Robert E. was the son
on Light Horse Harry
and his second wife,
Anne Hill Carter. He
graduated West Point
without a mark of
demerit, second in the
class of 1829. During
the Mexican War, he
was thrice brevetted for
Figure 23 - Robert E. Lee
service in action. He
served for three years as
Superintendent of the Military Academy at West Point and in 1855 was promoted to the rank of
Lieutenant Colonel.
When the War Between the States broke upon the country, Colonel Lee was faced with a
momentous decision. On April 18, 1861, he was summoned to Washington and tendered
command of the Union army. Lee responded, “I declined the offer made to me to command the
army that was to be brought into the field, stating as candidly and as courteously as I could, that
opposed to secession and deprecating war, I could take no part in an invasion of the Southern
states.” Two days later, upon the adoption of the ordinance of secession by Virginia, he resigned
his commission in the United States Army. On April 22, he was placed in charge of the military
forces of Virginia and in the following year took command of the Army of Northern Virginia,
with whose achievements his fame is forever associated.
For three years, Lee led the forces of the Confederacy in the field, engaging the armies of the
North under McClellan, Pope, Burnside, Hooker, Meade, and Grant, matching his skill against
superior numbers and resources, and facing tasks from which a man of smaller courage would
shrink. The end of the fighting came at Appomattox on April 9, 1865 with the surrender of his
army.
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Figure 24 - Coat of Arms of the Porter family

The Porter family came to England from France at the time of the Norman Conquest. Like the
Lees, they had large tracts of land in both the north and south of England given to them. The
Normans, while warlike and fearless, were more educated than the native Angles, Saxons, and
Danes. In due time, the men married English wives and their children learned both French and
English. The use of French passed away, but the English language we speak today still contains
many words brought by the Normans.
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Figure 25 - John Porter comes to America

We were not able to verify the Porter family
history prior to the arrival in America of John
Porter in 1719. He settled in Baltimore County
MD and had one son with a Miss Durrier.
John Jr. married Nancy McKenzie. They settled in
Allegheny County MD and seven sons and one
daughter.

Figure 26 - John Porter Jr. and wife Nancy

Michael Porter was the eldest son of
John Porter Jr. and Nancy McKenzie.
Michael seems to have been visiting
England when he met Lady Sara Jane
Pond, who was born in Nova Scotia.
They married in England, came to
America in 1780 and settled in
Maryland. They had one son, John.
John married Susan Magers, the second
daughter of Elias Magers and Elizabeth
Arnold, and they had two daughters.
John Porter’s second wife was Nancy
Bonar, the second child of John and
Rebecca Bonar. This marriage produced
four sons.
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Figure 27 - Parents of John Porter who married
Nancy Bonar

The Bonar Line Continues
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Figure 28 – “Blue-Eyed Jim” Bonar

Returning to the Bonar line, we have a son of John Bonar and Rebecca Calhoun, James Calhoun
Bonar, known as “Blue-Eyed Jim.” He married Sarah Magers, the fourth daughter of Elias and
Elizabeth. They then had four daughters and five sons.
James served as a Lieutenant with the Virginia troops during the War of 1812. After his
company disbanded at Norfolk, the only transportation available to return to his home in
Elizabethtown was to board a ship bound to New Orleans, and then take another boat to the tiny
town of about 12 families on the Ohio River. So, he and a comrade walked from Norfolk to his
home in Elizabethtown, a distance of 425 miles.
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Figure 29 - Miles Bonar, bank president

Descending the Bonar line, we have Miles Bonar, the sixth child of James and Sarah and great
grandson of William Bonar, the immigrant. We met Miles earlier when we introduced the
Gibson line, as Miles married Susan M. Gibson. Together, they had two daughters and three
sons.
Miles was reared on a farm and gave his attention to agriculture and raising livestock. At the
time of his death in 1905, he was President of the Farmers and Mechanics Bank of Moundsville
WV. His eldest daughter died of pneumonia two days after her father. A double funeral was
held.
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Figure 30 - The Martin line connects with the Bonars

The Martin line begins with Benjamin Martin marrying Jane Beeler. They had a son, Samuel
Manning, who married Mary Beeler. Their son John Brady Martin married Melison Manning.
Then their son, Squire Dillie Martin, was a stagecoach driver and farmer. He married Lavinia
Manning and had 15 children. John B. Martin was the sixth of Squire Dillie and Lavinia’s
children and he married Jennie Terrell.
James Lee Bonar was the second child of Miles and Susan. There seemed to be a practice in the
Bonar and Gibson families of using the surname “Lee” as a middle name. James Lee Bonar
married Cora V. Martin, daughter of John B. Martin and Jennie Terrell. James Lee and Cora had
one son and one daughter. He was a farmer and businessman, and later operated a mercantile
and food store in Moundsville WV.
[Editor’s Note: I remember my great grandmother Cora. Sadly, for many of her later years (she
lived to be 103), she suffered from dementia. We would drive out to Cameron WV to visit her in
the nursing home. It was my first experience with someone of such advanced age and was, of
course, quite confusing.]
The eldest child of James Lee and Cora was Harold D. Bonar. He married Ethel Mae Alban and
had two sons and one daughter – Helen E. (Bonar) Liebmann. Harold was a class cutter for the
Fostoria Glass Company and later was a letter carrier for the U.S. Postal Service during the Great

Depression. From this
connection Mom and Dad
picked the Fostoria
American line as their
wedding pattern and carried
on a lifelong love for
collecting glassware.
[Editor’s Note: Growing up,
one of the most closely
guarded family secrets
regarded Harold’s early
death. I was told for many
years that he had died of
unfortunate natural causes.
Years later, I learned from
Mom that my grandfather
had committed suicide. It is
unclear to me if anyone
Figure 31 - Helen Liebmann's parents
really knew the reason.
However, I think it is important that families share this kind of information and not stigmatize it.
The causes of suicide vary widely from person to person, chronic depression being one likely
culprit (and the one I suspect in this case). I know Mom took his death very hard and always felt
strong emotions about the incident.]
Dál Riada was a Gaelic kingdom and political entity that encompassed the western seaboard of
modern day Scotland and the north-eastern corner of Ireland, stretching across each side of the
North Channel. At its height in the 6th and 7th centuries, it encompassed a large territory of what
is now Argyll (Coast of the Gaels) in Scotland and part of County Antrim in Northern Ireland
and Southern Pictland. After a period of expansion, in 843 C.E. the kingdom became associated
with the Gaelic Kingdom of Alba. Latin sources often referred to the inhabitants of Dál Riada as
Scots (Scoti), a name originally used by Roman and Greek writers for the Irish Gaels who raided
and colonized Roman Britain.
The term first appears in classical texts as Ἀλβίων Albíon or Ἀλουΐων Alouíon in Greek and later
as Albion in Latin documents. Historically, the term refers to Britain as a whole and is
ultimately based on the Indo-European root for "white," or pale skinned. Albyn, Alba, Alban, or
Albion are all ancient names for Scotland. By 1098 C.E., Alban was renamed Scotland.
Helen’s mother, Ethel Mae (Alban) Bonar, received a letter from Great Britain in the mid-1930’s
stating that she had inherited a castle. The property was apparently encumbered with debts. She
never responded to the letter.
Helen married Henry J. Liebmann and together they had three sons – Jon, James, and Jeff (me).
That makes me and my brothers the great, great, great, great, great grandsons of William Bonar,
the immigrant. Our children can add another great to that list, and their children can add another.
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Figure 32 - The Alban family

Figure 33 - Henry and Helen Liebmann

The Origin of the Liebmann Family Line
Sadly, there is no massive piece of research tracing the Liebmann family line resembling The
Bonar Genealogy. Given the state of German and Eastern European records after the Second
World War, Dad and I never felt we would have much luck enhancing our knowledge beyond
extant family recollections.
For example, we never succeeded in finding the town my grandmother came from in AustroHungary. I even went to a Hungarian consulate to try and locate it. It wasn’t until 2018, when I
hosted a Unitarian minister from Transylvania, that I learned the town was actually in modern
day Romania.

Figure 34 - Liebmann Coat of Arms
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Figure 35 - Our Germanic roots in Swabia

The German dialect spoken by Henry’s father was Swabian. His parents came from the Tyrolian
Mountains.
The Swabian people were originally called Suevi and were closely related to the Alamanni
peoples. A great migration of German tribes from east of the Roman Empire began about 236
C.E. This migration to the west continued for three centuries. The tide flowed back and forth as
these tribes fought the Romans. Between 406-410 C.E., Vandals, Suevi, Alans, and Burgundians
crossed the frozen Rhine River and overran Gaul (France) and Spain. The Suevi settled along
the western coast of the Iberian Peninsula and around Constance in central Europe. The
settlements last appeared as entities in 732 C.E. in Spain, and in central Europe as the Duchy of
Swabia in 1268 C.E.
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Figure 36 - Swabian Warrior of the 1st century C.E.

The Swabian warrior is depicted wearing his hair tied in the “Swabian Knot.” Although this hair
style was widely used, it was particularly favored by the Swabians and continued into the 5th
century.

The earliest data on the Liebmann family
dates from the mid-19th century. Heinrich
Johann Liebmann (for whom Dad was named)
married Christine Weber in the Swabian
Germanic Confederation. In the latter 19th
century, countries imported foreign craftsmen
to stimulate industry. These immigrants were
allowed to have their own schools, churches,
and to give allegiance to their ethnic rulers.
He was a pewter smith and made fine
dinnerware, and so they moved from the
Tyrolian Mountains to Mitrovitza, Croatia.
Heinrich and Christine had two sons and two
daughters. Heinrich died when the youngest
child Franz was three months old. Christine
did not remarry and reared all four children by
truck gardening. Franz was apprenticed to a
carpenter at 12, only finishing the third grade
in school. This kind of “carpenter” in Europe
meant someone skilled in construction using
heavy timbers; bridges, church steeples,
Figure 37 - Liebmanns migrate to Eastern Europe

warehouses, etc. He worked all over Europe,
learning practical use of seven different
languages.
Johann Schmidt married Elizabeth. This
family emigrated to Austria-Hungary on much
the same basis as the Liebmann family. Their
marriage produced a daughter Theresa.
Franz Liebmann married a cousin (name
unknown) as a result of parental marriage
selection. He obtained a divorce one month
later. He came to America as a result of
oppressive military conscription. Balkan
countries were having trouble with the Turks,
and roving gangs would conscript men to
search six-month tours as border guards. He
wound up serving in both the Croatian and the
Hungarian armies. Theresa Schmidt was
married to a brickmaker, who abused her.
Being Catholic, obtaining a divorce was much
Figure 38 - Schmidts migrate to Eastern Europe
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more difficult. In spite of this, she obtained a
divorce and was excommunicated by the church. At
that time, excommunication was essentially exile, so
she came to America as well.
The couple met and married in Akron OH in 1912.
Franz and Theresa had five children, three daughters
and two sons. The oldest daughter, Christine, died
very young. The oldest son, Henry, is the author and
artist responsible for this document. The other
children were Frieda, Margaret, and Joseph. While
her given name was Theresa, Franz’s pet name for
her was “Racie.”
Henry married Helen Elizabeth Bonar, daughter of
Harold and Ethel Mae. They build their own home
in Norton Village OH and had three sons – Jon,
James, and Jeffrey (me). Henry worked for
Pittsburgh Plate Glass (later PPG Industries). With a
promotion to the corporate headquarters, the family
relocated to Pittsburgh PA in 1967.
Figure 39 - Liebmann home in Norton OH

Figure 40 - Henry Liebmann during World War II
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Henry Liebmann served in the Naval Construction Battalion (Seabees) Maintenance Unit 575,
attached to the Naval Air Station Puunene, Territory of Hawaii. After the war, he returned to
work for PPG Industries, Chemical Division, for 48 years, where he was Manager of Design
Engineering. He won the President’s Award for Bipolar Electrolyzer Design.
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Figure 41 - Henry and Helen's three sons
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Figure 42 - Family Treasures

Henry and Helen collected and created many family treasures that have now passed on to their
three sons, including:
1. World globe of chestnut pine and maple, made by Henry and Jeffrey [Editor’s Note: I
will always remember sitting on the Shop Smith to keep it from bouncing on the floor
while Dad cut the solid wood globe on the lathe.]
2. Book stand of maple, made by Henry
3. Watercolor portrait of Missy (a Pomeranian) and T.C. (the initials stood for “Top Cat”),
done by Henry
4. Lion carving of maple, made by Henry
5. Knight carving of maple, made by Henry
6. Miniature suit of armor [Dad bought this at an auction in Greensburg PA. The
auctioneer’s name was Jerry Kirsch. Dad always found it amusing that the word “kirsch”
means “cherry” in German. Therefore, his name was “Jerry Cherry.]
7. Ship’s cannon of maple, done by Henry
8. Royal Doulton figurines and Toby mugs [Mom loved these figures. We would often stop
at Bailey, Banks & Biddle at the South Hills Village Mall to look at them.]
9. Fostoria oil lamps
10. Watercolor portraits of James and Jeffrey in their Sound of Music costumes. [Editor’s
Note: Jim was a senior in high school, and I was in 6th grade when we moved to
Pittsburgh. Mount Lebanon had a tremendous program of performing high quality
musicals long before they became the vogue thing to do. Jim was cast as Baron von
Trapp, and I was cast as the eldest son Friedrich.]
11. Oak leaf wall shelf of black walnut made by Henry [One of Dad’s dreams was to grow an
orchard of black walnut trees on the farm down in West Virginia. After 20 years, the
grove could be forested and produce very expensive wood, like what he used for this

shelf. Unfortunately, a blight hit black walnut trees and killed them all before he could
even get started.]
12. Hummel figurines [Dad bought many of these on his business trips to Germany in the
early 1960’s.]
13. Betsy Ross carving of pine, made by Henry
14. Spinning wheel and stool of maple, made by Henry
15. Model ship cases of maple and pine made by Henry
16. John Bonar as a continental soldier carving of elm, made by Henry [This “cigar store
Indian” style of statue was carved from one of the 24 American elm trees we had to cut
down in the back yard after the Dutch Elm disease killed all but one.]
17. Rebecca Bonar carving of elm, made by Henry
18. Franklin printing press model of maple and pine made by Henry
19. Indian head carving of pine, made by Henry
20. Antique farm tools [When they bought the property in West Virginia, the barn contained
several antique tools, including a drill press, an anvil, and a blower. All of them were
covered with layers of chicken poop and it took a lot of work to clean them.]
21. Noah’s ark and animals of pine made by Henry
22. “Pittsburgh” pine wood carving made by Henry [He crafted this out of an old drafting
table.]
23. Rifles, 30 caliber and 22 caliber [Henry also purchased these at one of Jerry Cherry’s
auctions]
24. Pole arms, words, and canes
25. Hunting pouch and powder horn, made by Henry
26. Flintlock rifle and tomahawk, fitted by Henry
27. Fostoria books written by Henry [Dad wrote Fostoria Factories, a profusely illustrated
work outlining glass manufacture at Fostoria Glass. He also compiled a comprehensive
many-volume index of all the glassware produced by Fostoria over the years. He donated
all of these to the Fostoria Glass Museum in Moundsville and they are still for sale
today.]
28. Helen’s collections of glass animals and Fostoria painted vases
29. Helen’s jewelry box of ash, made by Henry
30. Curio cabinet of black walnut, made by Henry to match the marble top table
31. Pair of curio cabinets of maple made by Henry
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Figure 43 - Family Heirlooms

Helen and Henry passed on many family heirlooms to their three sons, including:
1. Marble top table, a wedding gift to John B. Martin and Jennie Terrell
2. Pewter cup made by Heinrich Liebmann in 1875
3. Green china plate from Cora Bonar
4. China vase from Elizabeth Alban
5. Fostoria cut glassware from Harold D. Bonar
6. Crockery from the Liebmann farm
7. Patchwork quilt from Ethel Bonar
8. Child’s rocker from Helen Liebmann
9. Child’s chair made by Franz Liebmann
10. Curved glass china closet
11. Carpentry tools from Franz Liebmann
12. Baseball trophy from Harold D. Bonar
13. Roman metal figure from Cora Bonar
14. Oil lamp from the Liebmann farm
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Figure 44 - Harold Bonar on Iwo Jima

Helen’s brother Harold Lee Bonar enlisted in the Navy at the start of World War II. He was a
Pharmacist Mate 1/c attached to the 4th Marine Division. Harold made four major amphibious
assaults, in the battles of Kwajalein (Roi-Namur), Saipan, Tinian and ultimately Iwo Jima.
When his unit began to sustain heavy casualties, he was called upon to serve as a Corpsman with
an anti-tank unit moving up the beach. When he made it up the slope, he noticed that there were
six wounded Marines laying helplessly in a ditch that was pinned down by concentrated enemy
fire. Although fully aware of this great danger, Bonar ran across open terrain in front of the lines
and managed to reach their foxhole, where he successfully treated the wounds of the six Marines.
While treating these Marines, he was hit by shrapnel in the small of the back, but continued to
treat the men until they were evacuated and then he received treatment for his own wound in the
safety of allied lines, where he was later pulled offshore. Harold was the only survivor among the
12 hospital attendants and two doctors in his unit. For his great personal courage and aggressive
determination in the line of duty, “Doc” Bonar was awarded the Silver Star, the U.S. Armed
Forces’ third-highest award for gallantry under fire, and a Presidential citation.
While on Iwo Jima, he stood just below the range of the famous picture of Marines raising the
American flag, and actually witnessed the event. After the war, he married Beatrice Baker, also
a Marine Corps veteran, and settled in the suburbs of Cleveland and raise three children.
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Figure 45 - Robert E. Bonar in World War II

Helen’s other brother, Robert Edward Bonar, was a Technician 5th grade in the 336th Ordinance
Depot Company serving in Papua, New Guinea during World War II. He was involved in
church work in the service at an army-built church in Finchhaufen, New Guinea. Robert had a
native friend, Womby, with whom he traded razors, mirrors, and harmonicas for fresh fruits.
After the war, he prepared for the ministry and worked in wholesale merchandising. His
ministerial career was mostly in Memphis TN.
Henry had one brother. Joseph A. Liebmann joined the Navy in 1942 and served on the Fletcher
class destroyer U.S.S. Braine. The Braine served in the South Pacific through the end of the war,
participating in shore bombardments and troop landings. They survived a typhoon in the China
Sea. She took part in the Okinawa operations as a radar picket ship. On May 27, the destroyer
was hit in quick succession by two kamikaze suicide planes. The first hit forward seriously
damaged the bridge, and the second hit amidships blew number two funnel overboard and
demolished the amidships superstructure. The Braine had to be towed to the Ryukyu Islands for
emergency repairs. He was a Machinist’s Mate 1/c and served on “tin cans” throughout his
Navy career.
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Figure 46 - Joseph Liebmann on the USS Braine

Henry and Helen’s oldest son, Jon Henry, served in Pleiku, Vietnam in the 43rd Signal Battalion.
After returning from overseas, he served in Stratcom in the Pentagon. He married Carolynn
Kapusinsky, eldest daughter of Robert and Leah. Jon and Carolynn had three sons, Jon Henry Jr.
Stephen, and Kevin.
Robert Kapusinsky was inducted into the Army on November 14, 1941 (less than one month
before Pearl Harbor). He trained at Fort Indiantown Gap PA and in the Mohave Desert. He was
a Private First Class in HQ Company Third Armored Division, whose motto was “Spearhead.”
He arrived in England on September 17, 1943 and took part in the Normandy Invasion, and
campaigns in the Rhineland and the Ardennes. He was discharged on September 28, 1945 and
awarded the European-African Service Medal with five bronze stars.
Their second son, James Mark, served in the Navy at Bethesda Naval Hospital. He married
Karen Karczewski, second child of Edward and Helen. Jim and Karen had two sons, Eric and
Kurt.
Proposed Panel 85
Edward Karczewski was a paratrooper in the 101st Airborne Division, serving during the Battle
of the Bulge.
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Figure 47 - Jon Liebmann father-in-law

Henry and Helen’s third son, Jeffrey Dewaine, earned bachelor’s and master’s degrees at the
University of Pittsburgh. He married Laura Mackay and had two children, Ashley Jennifer and
Tyler Jefferson. After working at Pitt for 29 years, he earned a Master’s in Divinity and became
a Unitarian Universalist minster and married Jody (Keith) Goleman.
Proposed Panel 87
Dad planned a panel for Carl S. Schoonover, the husband of his sister Frieda, who served in the
Navy prior to World War II as an Electrician Chief Petty Officer. He served on a motor torpedo
boat tender.

Other Noteworthy People and Places
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Figure 48 - Charles Bonar, Indian captive

An Indian village in the cool, moist woodlands of Northeastern America in the latter half of the
18th century. “Wigwass, or Paper Birch Bark, was used to cover their wigwams. This tree has as
many as nine layers of thick and thin bark. Other uses for wigwass included canoes, tents,
torches, scrolls, buckets, boxes, and pots. Native Americans had many names for birch including:
mianoo’s (Potawatomi), onaguchscha (Onondaga), wigwass (Ojibwa), winachk (Delaware), and
wuskwiy (Plains Cree.)
Into one of these villages came one Charles Bonar. Born in Virginia (c. 1772), Charles was
captured as a two-year old baby. He was raised as an Indian boy until he was 16 years old and
living in Kentucky. Thereupon, Charles returned to Virginia, acquired a little education, married
a Miss Steele and became a pioneer settler of Pendleton County, near Lexington KY, where he
worked as a civil engineer and farmer.
[Editor’s Note: I don’t believe Charles Bonar lies anywhere in Mom’s direct Bonar line. I have a
feeling that Dad – with his love of all things Native American – simply found the story
fascinating. The account is related on page 530 of The Bonar Genealogy in a “Miscellany”
category.]
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Figure 49 - A Hessian ancestor switches sides

Hessians were German soldiers who most notably served as auxiliaries to the British Army
during the American Revolutionary War. Although characterized in American popular
narratives as mercenaries, jurists of the time drew a distinction between auxiliaries and
mercenaries: auxiliaries served their prince and were sent to the aid of another prince, while
mercenaries served a foreign prince as individuals. By this distinction, the troops that served in
the American Revolution were auxiliaries.
Hessians were contracted by the throne of Great Britain and others in several 18th century
European wars, including the Irish Rebellion of 1798. Around 30,000 German soldiers fought for
the British during the conflict, a quarter of the troops sent to British America. The Hessians were
led by Wilhelm von Kryphausen, entering British service as entire units, fighting under their own
German flags, commanded by their usual officers, and wearing their existing uniforms.
Frederick Sivert was a Hessian solider who came to America in the employ of the British to fight
the colonists in the Revolutionary War (figure 12). He was wounded in battle and nursed back to
health in the home of a family named Curtis. After recovering, he joined the Continental Army
and fought against the British. At the close of the war, he married Martha Curtis. A descendant
of this marriage was Grace Love Bonar, who inspired the creation of The Bonar Genealogy.

William Bonar, the immigrant, had four brothers. Among his brother James’ grandchildren was
Franklin Pierpont Spoon. He was part of the Great Land Rush in Kansas, securing a claim and
living in a sod shanty. Drought forced him to sell, and he moved to Colorado where he became a
building contractor.
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Figure 50 - Michael (Malcolm) Coleman killed in the West Virginia frontier

Franklin married Lillian Alberta Williams whose great, great grandfather Michael (Malcolm)
Coleman came from Carlisle PA with his family and became the first settle of Fort Bellville VA.
He was killed while hunting to secure provisions for the fort. There is a plaque telling of the
event at Cottageville, Jackson County WV.
[Editor’s Note: I cannot begin to discern what kind of cousin removed Lillian is to our Bonar
line. Again, I think Dad found this story interesting and wanted an excuse to include a drawing
of someone being scalped.]
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Figure 51 - Bonars in Fort Henry (Wheeling)

Colonel David Shepherd commanded Fort Henry on the Ohio River in 1777. The fort defended
early settlers against Native American attacks. Tradition in the McIntire family says that both
David and Catherine (Bonar) McIntire were born in Fort Henry. Catherine (known as Kitty or
Caty) was a daughter of William Bonar, niece of John Bonar and cousin of James “Blue-Eyed
Jim” Bonar. The fort developed into Wheeling VA, and in 1863, it became the capital of the
new state of West Virginia.
Catherine’s husband David McIntire was the nephew of Moses Shepherd, whose wife was the
legendary Lydia Boggs. Moses met Lydia Boggs during the last siege of Fort Henry in 1782.
The Shepherd and Boggs families were both taking refuge inside the fort during the siege. Moses
Shepherd and Lydia Boggs married about 1783, but they had no children together during the
course of their almost 50 years of marriage.
Catherine and David were frequent visitors of Shepherd’s Hall in Elm Grove WV, which was
built by his uncle. Later, the building was known as Monument Place after Moses and Lydia
erected an impressive monument to Henry Clay on the grounds. The mansion still exists today,
built of gray stone, a fine example of Georgian Colonial architecture.
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Figure 52 - Shepherd's Hall (Monument Place)

Moses and Lydia Shepherd moved into Shepherd Hall upon its completion in 1798 and became
very wealthy through the operation of their plantation and grist mill and the construction of
bridges over Wheeling Creek built by Moses Shepherd. Most notable is the Elm Grove Stone
Arch Bridge, built over the Little Wheeling Creek in 1817 and still in use today. Every year,
Moses and Lydia Shepherd traveled to Washington, D.C. and met many famous politicians and
presidents of their time. Several presidents, such as Andrew Jackson and James K. Polk, famous
politicians, and other prominent citizens called on the Shepherds at Shepherd Hall when passing
through the Wheeling area. The Marquis de Lafayette is said to have visited the mansion as well
in 1825 while visiting Wheeling. One of the politicians that the Shepherds established a good
friendship with was Henry Clay, who represented the state of Kentucky in both the Senate and
House of Representatives and was eventually elected to Speaker of the House. With Clay's help,
they were very influential in diverting the National Road to pass through Wheeling in Ohio
County rather than Wellsburg in Brooke County in 1818. In fact, the National Road passes right
by Shepherd Hall (Monument Place).
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Figure 53 - David McIntire meets Lewis Wetzel

Lewis Wetzel was a scout, frontiersman and Indian fighter. Raised in what is now the Panhandle
of West Virginia, his exploits were once hailed as similar to those of Daniel Boone. He became
renowned for an ability to load his rifle while sprinting (perhaps by using smaller shot than other
frontiersman as well as for always holding a few bullets in his mouth), and which probably saved
his life several times.
Either following a suspended death sentence for killing a friendly Native American in 1791 or as
many Native Americans left the Ohio Valley following the 1795 Treaty of Greenville, Wetzel
relocated to the Louisiana Territory and eventually to New Orleans. There he was arrested for
passing a counterfeit bill, palmed off on him by a trader buying his pelts. Wetzel lay in prison
for a long time until friends in the Mingo Bottom settlement interceded. Other friends in
Belmont County wanted to know about the condition of the ailing Wetzel, so they contributed
money to send David McIntire as a delegate. He and Wetzel met in Natchez in 1808 were the
legendary woodsman died soon after.
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Figure 54 - Helen's hometown, Moundsville WV

Moundsville WV is the site of the largest remaining conical Adena Indian burial mound. In
1838, it was leased for a period of 30 years for visitors to see the mound. The lessees were to
open a bricked arch into the center of the mound at ground level, and then open a bricked
rotunda up to the top of the mound. The rotunda was to have stairways to the top. On top, a
suitable building was to be constructed to accommodate spectators and visitors.
[Editor’s Note: Moundsville was such an important part of my childhood. We would drive from
Norton to Moundsville to visit Grandma at her house on Ninth Street, right across from the
Armory (where we played on the tank). When I got bored, Mom would give me a quarter and I
would walk a few blocks to the gas station that sold penny candy. Sometimes, I would walk past
the West Virginia State Penitentiary and beyond to the mound. I got my dog, Gus, in
Moundsville. Henry and Helen are buried at the Mount Rose Cemetery.
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Figure 55 - Historic Indian mounds

Around 500 C.E., Native Americans began creating enormous earthen animal effigy mounds;
notably, the serpent mound not far from Marietta OH. It is one quarter of a mile of coiled power,
holding a world circle in its mouth. Carbon dating from the spine of the mound suggest
construction around 1066 C.E.. The comet with a tail shown on the Bayeux Tapestry,
celebrating William of Normandy’s invasion of England, is not wildly dissimilar. Since a comet
did cross the heavens of Normandy, Hastings, and Ohio at that time., does it represent this
comet?
Scholars believe that effigy mounds were built primarily for spiritual purposes, although most
also fulfilled a burial mound function. According to 2011 ground-penetrating radar and
magnetometry studies surveying 586 mounds at 128 sites, 65% of linear mounds contain
evidence of burials, 89% of conical mounds contain evidence of burials, and 87% of effigy
(animal and other abstract shaped) mounds contain persistent evidence of burials. Other effigy
mounds are the opossum, panthers, birds, and bears from Ohio to Iowa and Wisconsin.
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Figure 56 - James Bonar Jr. encounters Indian leaders

In 1832, there was an Indian war with the Sauks, Meskwakis, and Kickapoos, led by Black
Hawk (Ma-ka-tae-mish-kia-kiak), who had opposed the Treaties of 1804, 1816, and 1930. By
these treaties, the Sacs and Fozes ceded large portions of their lands, with the main body of the
tribes under Keokuk having agreed to the concessions. This was called the Black Hawk War and
began when Black Hawk crossed the Mississippi River into former Indian lands. The War ended
after several minor encounters with the defeat of the Indians and the capture of Black Hawk in
1832 near the mouth of the Bad Axe River in Illinois. He was released the following year and
traveled to Iowa.
In 1838, James Bonar Jr. (known as “Black-Eyed Jim and cousin “Blue-Eyed Jim”) moved his
family from Ohio County VA to Burlington IA (then a small frontier village that was part of the
Wisconsin Territory). They traveled by river flat boat down the Ohio River and up the
Mississippi River. Stopping at Fort Madison IA, Chief Black Hawk and Chief Keokuk boarded
the boat and came to Burlington with them.
The Black Hawk War gave the young captain Abraham Lincoln his brief military service,
although he never saw combat. Other participants who later became famous included Winfield
Scott, Zachary Taylor, and Jefferson Davis. The war gave impetus to the U.S. policy of Indian
removal, in which Native American tribes were pressured to sell their lands and move west of
the Mississippi River and stay there.
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Figure 57 - Vice President John C. Calhoun

John C. Calhoun was the nephew of John Bonar’s wife, Rebecca Calhoun. He was an American
statesman and political theorist from South Carolina who served as the 7th vice president of the
United States from 1825 to 1832. He is remembered for strongly defending slavery and for
advancing the concept of minority rights in politics, which he did in the context of protecting the
interests of the white South when it was outnumbered by Northerners.
Calhoun won election to the House of Representatives in 1810 and immediately became a leader
of the War Hawks, along with Speaker Henry Clay of Kentucky. They demanded war against
Britain to preserve American honor and republican values, which had been violated by the
British refusal to recognize American shipping rights. As acting chair of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs, Calhoun played a major role in drafting the Report on Foreign Relations and the
War Report of 1812. Drawing on the linguistic tradition of the Declaration of Independence,
Calhoun's committee called for a declaration of war in ringing phrases, denouncing Britain's "lust
for power," "unbounded tyranny," and "mad ambition". The United States declared war on
Britain on June 18, inaugurating the War of 1812.
Calhoun was initially a candidate for President in the election of 1824. John Quincy Adams won
the nomination and Calhoun became a candidate for vice president.

Largely because of dispute over tariffs that favored the Northern states, Calhoun supported the
concept of nullification, a legal theory holding that a state has the right to nullify any federal law
it deems unconstitutional. In Calhoun's words, it is "the right of a State to interpose, in the last
resort, in order to arrest an unconstitutional act of the General Government, within its limits."
Nullification traces back to arguments by Jefferson and Madison in writing the Kentucky and
Virginia Resolutions of 1798 against the Alien and Sedition Acts. Calhoun openly argued for a
state's right to secede from the Union as a last resort to protect its liberty and sovereignty.
Now serving as Vice President under Andrew Jackson, Calhoun argued in his essay "South
Carolina Exposition and Protest," that a state could veto any federal law that went beyond the
enumerated powers and encroached upon the residual powers of the State. President Jackson,
meanwhile, generally supported states' rights, but opposed nullification and secession. At the
1830 Jefferson Day dinner at Jesse Brown's Indian Queen Hotel, Jackson proposed a toast and
proclaimed, "Our federal Union, it must be preserved." Calhoun replied, "The Union, next to our
liberty, the most dear. May we all remember that it can only be preserved by respecting the
rights of the states, and distributing equally the benefit and burden of the Union." Calhoun's
publication of letters from the Seminole War in the press caused his relationship with Jackson to
deteriorate further, thus contributing to the Nullification crisis. Jackson and Calhoun began an
angry correspondence that lasted until Jackson stopped it in July.
As tensions over nullification escalated, South Carolina Senator Robert Y. Hayne was considered
less capable than Calhoun to represent South Carolina in the Senate debates, so in late 1832
Hayne resigned to become governor; the South Carolina legislature elected Calhoun as his
replacement. On December 28, Calhoun resigned as vice president to become a senator, with a
voice in the debates. When Calhoun took his seat in the Senate, his chances of becoming
President were considered poor due to his involvement in the Nullification Crisis, which left him
without connections to a major national party. After implementation of the Compromise Tariff
of 1833, which helped solve the Nullification Crisis, the Nullifier Party and other anti-Jackson
politicians formed a coalition known as the Whig Party. Calhoun sometimes affiliated with the
new party but chose to remain a virtual independent due to the Whig promotion of federally
subsidized "internal improvements."
On Calhoun’s legacy, one conservative commentator wrote:
Your ordinary run-of-the mill historian will tell you that John C. Calhoun, having defended
the bad and lost causes of state rights and slavery, deserves to rest forever in the dustbin of
history. Nothing could be further from the truth. No American public figure after the
generation of the Founding Fathers has more to say to later times than Calhoun. This is
because he was a statesman, a thinker of permanent interest as well as an actor on the
political stage. Calhoun drew attention to the difference between a statesman and a
politician. A statesman takes a long view of the future welfare of his people and says what
he believes to be true, even if the citizens prefer not to hear it. A politician says what he
thinks will make him popular and not offend the voters and the media. His span of
attention is short-term: the next poll and the next suitcase full of cash.
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Figure 58 - James Bonar in the War of 1812

Oliver Hazard Perry defeated the British on Lake Erie in 1813 when he was 28 years old. He
captured the British ships “Detroit” and “Queen Charlotte.” The ships were then sailed to Bass
Island near Sandusky OH.
James “Democrat Jim” Bonar lived in Belmont County OH., just across the Ohio River from
Moundsville WV. His company marched from St. Clairsville OH to Delaware County, then on
to Upper Sandusky on the Sandusky River. From there, they marched to Lower Sandusky, to the
mouth of the Carion River, and then over ice to Bass Island. There he helped guard the two
ships until March 1813.
On the occasion of his victory, Perry sent the now famous message, “We have met the enemy
and they are ours.”
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Figure 59 - Gibson railroad connection

Susan Gibson, wife of Miles Bonar, was the daughter of John Lee Gibson who left Fork Ridge
and moved to Rosby’s Rock, just a few miles from the Ohio River. This small hamlet has the
distinction of being the place where the ties from the east met the west of the Baltimore and Ohio
railroad in 1852. The steam engine “Memnon,” nicknamed the Old War Horse because of its
Civil War service, is shown comin’ round the bend. John Lee owned and operated a general
store, selling everything from dry goods to groceries and hardware.
Samuel Milton Bonar Sr. was a descendant of Barnet Bonar, an immigrant from Edinburg in
1740 and settled in Maryland, later moving to Washington County in Southwestern
Pennsylvania. Born in 1846, he served nearly four years with the 18th Ohio Infantry in the Civil
War. After the war, he was assigned to Company K, 22nd Infantry Regiment arriving at Fort
Randal, Dakota Territory in 1867. Between Fort Randal and Fort Rice, he campaigned against
Red Cloud and Sitting Bull of the Sioux Nation. He was discharged in 1870.
Sitting Bull (Tatanka Iyotake) counted his first coup at 14, winning leadership as a warrior and
medicine man of the Hunkpapa Sioux. Sacrificing 100 pieces of his own flesh, he had a vision
during a Sun Dance that he would defeat General Custer. To escape the roundup following his
success at the Little Big Horn, Sitting Bull led 2,000 Sioux to Canada, where hunger eventually
drove them to surrender in 1881. Sitting Bull nursed a rock-hard hostility. As an honored
speaker at a last spike ceremony, he said, “I hate all white people. You are thieves and liars.”
His dismayed interpreter mumbled some platitudes and the chief received a standing ovation. He
died in 1890, shot while being arrested during the ferment of the Ghost Dance movement.
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Figure 60 - Samuel Milton Bonar fighting the Sioux

A meteor flamed in the skies the year he was born, and so he was named Mahpiya Luta, Red
Cloud. He was 43 when the Civil War ended, a chief who never give up trying to preserve the
old ways for his Oglala Sioux. Shrewd, a U.S. general called Red Cloud “as full of action as a
tiger.” He put such pressure on the road to the Montana gold fields that emigrants and freighters
quit using it. Forts could not get wood or hay without dispatching a strong guard. At last the
army withdrew and the Sioux gleefully burned the forts. “Red Cloud’s War” is counted the only
campaign against the United States that the Indians won. Afterwards, the chief kept his word to
live in peace.
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Figure 61 - Bonars who died in Andersonville Prison

Andersonville (Camp Sumter) was built in the winter of 1863-4 and first occupied by prisoners
in February 1864. It covered an area of about 18 acres (later increased to 24), and into it
prisoners were herded like cattle without barracks, shelters, or buildings of any kind. Within the
stockade, 20 feet from the outer walls, was a railing known as the “dead line,” which no prisoner
could cross under threat of death. Over 30,000 men were put into this prison at one time, giving
each man less than six square feet room. There was no medical attendance within the stockade;
food was insufficient and inadequate; and no clothing or soap was issued. The total number of
prisoners received was 49,485, of whom 12,462 died. An average of 958 men died each month
during the 13 months of its operation. After the war, the commandant was tried by a military
commission for “murder in violation of the laws of war,” was found guilty and hanged.
Among the dead at Andersonville was James D. Bonar, a nephew of John Bonar and son of the
youngest son of William Bonar, the immigrant. James D. Bonar was a Private, Company L, 4th
Regiment, West Virginia Cavalry who was captured at Medley Farms VA. Isaac D. Bonar was
taken prisoner two weeks before his enlistment was up.
John Porter Allen was a grandson of John L. Porter and Nancy Bonar. He was a Corporal,
Company D, 1st Regiment West Virginia Volunteer Infantry. He nearly died but returned home
and eventually recovered his health.
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Figure 62 - Imprisonment during the Civil War

Martin B. Helms was a grandson of John Bonar and a second cousin of Miles Bonar. He became
a farm laborer, and at 19 became a deck hand on the Ohio River. At 23, he answered the call for
75,000 men and joined the 1st West Virginia Infantry. He took part in the battles of Kernstown
(where he was promoted to Sergeant), Fort Republic, Cedar Mountain, Thoroughfare Gap, and
the Second Battle of Bull Run (where he was promoted to First Lieutenant). On September 11,
1863, he was captured in a skirmish at Moorefield WV and taken to Libby Prison in Richmond
VA where he remained for eight months. He suffered many hardships, but worse things were to
come.
He was sent to Macon GA and confined in Camp Oglethorpe for four months without shelter.
From there he was taken to Charleston SC where he was kept under the fire of the Union guns
and a month. Yellow fever broke out and he was removed with others to a camp two miles from
Columbia SC. He stayed there for two months, then the asylum grounds for three months.
Sherman’s troops were advancing, so he and his comrades were hastily taken to Charlotte NC
where they remained for four days. Thence to Raleigh for three days, and from there to
Goldsboro where they were paroled. His imprisonment covered a period of 18 months filled
with untold hardships.
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Figure 63 – Wounded during the Civil War

William Newton Bonar was a grandson of John Bonar’s brother James. At age 18, he enlisted in
the Union Army and served four years in Company B, 12th Regiment, West Virginia Infantry.
He participated in the Battles of Winchester, New Market, Piedmont, Opequon Creek, Fisher’s
Hill, and Hatcher’s Run. In this last battle, on the morning of April 2, 1865 during an assault on
the enemy’s works he was wounded in the throat and left shoulder. He was taken to Fortress
Monroe where he remained until his discharge, but not before his unit participated in the
successful Siege of Petersburg, which caused Jefferson Davis and his cabinet to flee Richmond.
Shortly afterwards, Robert E. Lee surrendered at Appomattox.
He returned home, settled on a farm and engaged in agriculture. When the children were grown,
he left his son Milton the farm and he and his wife moved to Moundsville. He became deputy
collector of internal revenue for the district of West Virginia. They became members of Simpson
Methodist Church, which was Helen’s church as a child.
A cousin of James L. Bonar, Arthur Dillon Pierce was a grandson of James Calhoun Bonar and
Sarah (Magers) Bonar. At 17, he was among the first to come to the rescue of his nation by
enlisting in Company I, 3rd West Virginia Regiment. He served in the infantry until June 1863,
and subsequently in the cavalry until August 1864, when he was honorably discharged with the
rank of Sergeant.
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Figure 64 - Arthur Dillon Pierce, Civil War veteran

He participated in all the movements and engagements of his regiment, fully performing the part
of a gallant soldier. He took part in the Battles of McDowell, Cross Keys, Rapidan, Second Bull
Run, and Rocky Gap. He returned home and engaged in farming and stock raising, while also
serving as Justice of the Peace.
West Virginia seceded from Virginia to join the Union. Units raised in the western counties prior
to the creation of the state of West Virginia were often known as "loyal Virginians," who formed
the Restored government of Virginia in Wheeling in 1861, selecting Francis H. Pierpont as the
new governor. The state produced the most highly decorated cavalry regiment of the Union
Army and was credited with 32,000 Union soldiers, including 10 Brigadier and Major Generals.
Most regiments were recruited from the Northern, central and southwestern counties. Elements
of two state cavalry regiments, one infantry regiment and an artillery company, almost 760 men,
played a key role against Pickett's Charge in the Battle of Gettysburg, less than two weeks after
the official admission of the territory into the Union as the 35th state. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd West
Virginia Cavalry also played a large role in directly cutting off the Confederate retreat at
Appomattox Station on April 8, 1865 and was present during General Robert E. Lee's surrender
at Appomattox Court House to General Ulysses S. Grant the following day.
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Figure 65 - Wylie Arnold in the Civil War

Wylie Arnold married Martha Ann Gibson, sister-in-law of Miles Bonar. He entered the Union
Army in 1863 at the age of 19 as a Private in Company L, 4th Regiment, West Virginia Cavalry
Volunteers. On January 30, 1864 his unit engaged in a skirmish while guarding a supply train
from New Creek WV to Petersburg VA. He was wounded in the left thigh close to the hip joint
at Medley SV. He was honorably discharged a month later. In 1880, the war wound began to
cause trouble, so he received a pension of four dollars per month.
Wylie bought a farm near Concord OH. One reason for the change was to get away from the
intermarriage of cousins, which he said, “weakened the line.” Another reason was to be near
Muskingum College, where his daughters might get an education.
Robert McIntire Bonar, Sr. was an active farmer and stock raiser. He was one of the largest
landowners in the Short Creek WV area (north of Wheeling), having 800 acres under cultivation.
He was an inventor of considerable ability. Among his inventions was the Bonar Automatic
Corn Planter. The patent was exhibited at the World’s Fair in Chicago in 1892-93 for which he
received the first award of a gold medal.
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Figure 66 - An award-winning inventor

Although the Spanish-American War did not last long, American fighting men were engaged in
the almost forgotten, intensely controversial jungle war known as the Philippine Insurrection and
its aftermath for years. While Theodore Roosevelt called the fighting in Cuba “The Splendid
Little War,” he made no such observations about the long and bitter fighting in the Philippines.
Before 1898, few Americans even knew that the Philippines existed. They soon learned. For the
first time in American history. Large numbers of servicemen were sent halfway around the globe
to dodge hostile bullets. As in a later war, their battles erupted deep in jungles, over mountain
peaks, through obscure bamboo villages, and across nameless rice paddies. In the end, the
United States became a world power. The Philippine Islands were under U.S. jurisdiction until
1946 when they were granted independence.

Figure 67 - Bonars in the Spanish-American War

Reuben M. Bonar, M.D., a descendent of John Bonar, began his practice in Hebron OH. On the
outbreak of the Spanish-American War, he joined the army as a surgeon and went with the
troops to Manila, Philippine Islands. Upon his return, he moved his practice to Santa Rosa CA.
Foster Rine, Jr., a descendent of William the immigrant’s son William, enlisted in the army
during the war as a Private in Company M, 1st West Virginia Volunteer Infantry. He mustered
out in 1899. He later served as a member of the West Virginia House of Delegates.
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Figure 68 - Veterans of the Great War

Many greater family members served in World War I, the war to end all wars, including:
•
•

•
•
•

7

John Silas Bonar was killed in action at Château Thierry on August 11, 1918. He was a
Private in Company G, 59th Infantry. He was a descendant of William Bonar.
Claude Cummins Bonar enlisted September 20, 1917 and served in Battery C, 314th Field
Artillery. A journalist in his civilian life, he served on the staff of The Bayonet, the
official newspaper of the 80th Division. He served during the St. Mihiel and Argonne
drives. He was a descendant of John Bonar.
Carl Fisk Bonar enlisted in May 1918 and went to Officers Training. He was also a
descendant of John Bonar.
Matthew Scott Bonar went to France.
Clark Peacock Bonar served in the Rainbow Division7 in France.

Then Major Douglas MacArthur combined National Guard units from across the country into one division that
was deployed to France. In describing the division, said the division would stretch across the United States "like a
rainbow." So, the division quickly became known as "The Rainbow Division."
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Figure 69 - A Liebmann relative at Pearl Harbor

Henry’s cousin, John Serringer (Theresa’s nephew) was drafted into the Army early in 1941. At
this point, men were drafted by lot and he was number 15 in the Akron OH area. He was
stationed at Hickam Field when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. All
the American battleships were lost in this action. John transferred to the Air Force and became a
tail gunner on a B-17 Flying Fortress, flying 24 missions over Europe
Other relatives fought during World War II and the Korean conflict, including:
•

•

Robert Reed Bonar entered the Navy Medical Corps May 22, 1942 and became a Naval
Flight Surgeon attached to a Marine Fighter Squadron. He was recalled during the
Korean conflict and assigned to the Marine Corps Air Station at Cherry Point NC. Later,
he served in Japan, Alaska, and Texas. He received a Purple Heart and a Commendation
for hurricane relief in Honduras in 1954. He was a descendant of John Bonar.
Lloy DeForest Bonar flew transport aircraft for the 436th Troop Carrier Group during
World War II. The unit flew C-47 Skytrains for the Ninth Air Force in Western Europe.
The group earned the Distinguished Unit Citation for its first missions 6–7 June, the
Normandy Invasion. After the war, he completed his medical training, becoming a
gynecologist. He was a descendant of John Bonar.

•

After completing flight training, William Lee Bonar was assigned as a co-pilot to a B-17
crew. In England, he flew a total of 32 missions for the 532 Bomb Squadron, 381st
Group, 8th Air Force, and participated in the D-Day invasion. During the Korean
conflict, he was recalled to active duty as a mission pilot in B-25’s and later in TB-5’s.
For health reasons, he became a Finance Officer serving at Kusan Air Force Base. After
the war, he served in Turkey and rose to the rank of Major. He was a descendant of John
Bonar.
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Figure 70 - Veterans of WWII and Korea

Roger Woodroffe Lahman, a descendant of James Bonar, completed his degree in engineering at
Iowa State University before going to work for the space program with McDonnell Aircraft in St.
Louis MO. He was cited for his ingenious mechanical devices, making possible structures like
the Iron Bird8 and the Docking Trainer.
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Figure 71 - Our involvement in the space program

Mont M. McIntire, a descendant of James Bonar, was one of West Virginia’s foremost athletes.
He coached at West Virginia University from 1915 to 1920. Later, he was named to the West
Virginia Sports Writers’ Hall of Fame.

8

The Iron Bird is a cockpit-analog computer flight simulator that can be quickly built up and adapted to the
problems of the particular mission and configuration.
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Figure 72 - Athlete, coach and sportswriter

Unfinished Panels
Dad wanted to flesh out the older history of the lineage and researched ancient peoples who were
our ancestors. He wrote the text for these proposed additional panels of the Liebmann Lineage
wall display. He also planned more extensive artworks, like the Lancelot Lee drawing (figure
15) and the drawing of the Swabian Warrior (Figure 36), that will be discussed in the next
section.
Proposed Panel 71
In 3,000 B.C.E., nomadic Indo-European warriors began
to colonize large areas of Europe, settling among the New
Stone Age farmers and Old Stone Age hunters in the
north. Depicted is a 1,600 B.C.E. Northern European
Bronze Age Warrior’s burial clothing found in an oak tree
trunk coffin.9 These burials were from an intrusive,
warlike group that reached Denmark and probably
included Proto-Celtic chieftains. These Proto-Celts
dominated the British Isles and the Atlantic coast of Iberia
about this time.

Proposed Pane 72
Early La Tène period chieftain and warrior late
in the 5th century B.C.E.10 The chieftain wears
a conical bronze helmet with a peak on the
front rim. The wide edging band is decorated
in Celtic repoussé work in the La Tène style.
The breastplate is a bronze roundel secured by
crossed straps. The warrior wears a helmet of
the type discovered at Negau, Yugoslavia.
These people wore woolen garments that early
writers describe as Celtic Checkered, speckled,
striped, or multi-colored patterns,

9

Rome’s Enemies: Gallic and British Celts. Osprey Publishing’s Men-at-Arms series.
Ibid.

10
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Proposed Panel 73
Gallic (Celtic) warriors of the Middle La Tène
period (3rd century B.C.E.) represent the period
of the great invasions down the Italian
peninsula.11 The Gaesatae were a distinct
group of free wandering warriors from the
Gaulish hinterlands who lived beyond the Alps
near the river Rhône.
They fought against Rome in the Battle of
Telamon of 225 B.C.E., resembling the figures
in the planned panel; one wearing only a
bronze montefortino helmet12 with a horse hair
crest, a torc of electrum, and bronze plated belt
and braces; the other with an iron “reverse
jockey cap” type helmet with a short, thick
woolen smock, and braided woolen strips
holding the loose trousers at the ankles.
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Proposed Panel 74
Celtic light infantry types like these from the
1st century C.E. represent defenders of hill
forts along the western British tribes, such as
Maiden Castle, Dorset, and Daneburg,
Herfordshire.13 At the battle of Mons
Groupius in 83 C.E., somewhere in the
Grampian Hills of Perthshire, Caledonian
warriors were said to have skills and courage
in knocking aside Roman missiles with their
long swords and small shields, despite being
routed by Agricola’s Germanic auxiliaries.
The young men like the fallen warrior, not yet
strong enough to trade sword blows in the
ranks of the “assault infantry” would still give
vent to their aggressive spirit as javelineers
using skills learned in their foster-fathers’
homes.

11

Ibid.
Montefortino helmets are generally characterized by a conical or round shape with a raised central knob, and a
protruding neck guard as well as cheek plates to protect the sides of the head.
13
Ibid.
12

Proposed Panel 66
In the 3rd century C.E. the Alemannic warrior from the
beginning of the Germanic migrations is representative of those
men who were among the first to settle on the Roman side of the
upper Rhine. His arms and equipment are typical of a wellequipped warrior in a chieftain’s comitatus along the Rhine
frontier.
His main weapon is a spear, backed up with a francisca or
throwing axe, a sword, and a fairly small shield. Sidonius
Apollinaris, a 5th century bishop who lived in Gaul and wrote
extensively about the northern peoples, compared these warriors
to monsters “...on the crown of whose red pates lies the hair that
has been drawn towards the front, whilst the neck, exposed by
the loss of its covering, shows bright. Their eyes are faint and
pale, with a glimmer of greyish blue. Their faces are shaven all
round, and instead of beards they have thin moustaches which
they run through with a comb. Close fitting garments confine the tall limbs of the men, they are
drawn up high so as to expose the knees, and a broad belt supports their narrow middle.”
Proposed Panel 67
Germanic society and much of the warfare that
supported it provided the warriors with a chance
to increase their reputations. Consequently,
personal challenges to combat were frequently
issued to an enemy army with man-to-man duels
being fought out in front of the warriors on both
sides before a general engagement began.
War fighting was a defining characteristic of
most Germanic cultures. Demonstrating an
aptitude for combat was a rite of passage for
a boy. When he came of age, a young man
was formally presented with his own lance
and shield in the presence of his tribal
assembly, a ritual regarded as the youth’s
admission to the public life of his community.
In wartime, 100 of the ablest young men were
selected from the nation’s villages to
accompany the cavalry on foot. Those able to
run fast formed the vanguard of the attack
because they were able to keep pace with the
men on horseback. A select few, having proved their courage and skill, might then become
retainers or companions of the clan or war chief.14

14

Powell, Lindsay. Roman Soldier versus Germanic Warrior. Osprey Publishing Combat series.
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Proposed Panel 76
This panel depicts an Anglican King about 625 C.E.15,
though based on the famous Sutton Hoo Treasure16, the
figure also wears other pieces of equipment known at this
time. Many Anglo-Saxon leaders tried to imitate the
military splendor of Imperial Rome. The king’s helmet has
elements of that of a Roman cavalry parade piece. The
leather jerkin apes the “muscle curass” of a Roman officer.
The war axe and the splinted limb armor reflect central
Asian influence.

Proposed Panel 77
Mercian warriors from about 650 C.E. would have been
protected only by their shield. The depicted man also had
an iron-framed helmet covered with horn scales and a boar
crest. His short sword is a splendid weapon with a curved
horn pommel and silver inlaid blade.17

15

Nicolle and McBride. Arthur and the Anglo-Saxon Wars. Osprey Publishing Men-at-Arms series.
Beneath a mound in Suffolk was the imprint of a 27-meter-long ship containing a ruined burial chamber packed
with treasures: Byzantine silverware, sumptuous gold jewelry, a lavish feasting set, and most famously, an ornate
iron helmet. Dating to the early 600s, this burial commemorated a leading figure of East Anglia, perhaps a king.
17
Ibid.
16
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Proposed Panel 78
This panel depicts a Romano-British militia
man of the 6th century about which little is
known.18 Available information suggests that
the late Roman traditions persisted for many
generations. This figure represents the men
who defended the surviving cities of coastal
Britain. His Christian faith is proclaimed by
his shield motif – the chi rho used in late
Roman days. His spear head is a form
characteristic of the mixed Celtic and AngloSaxon population of the Thames River valley.
Of the Welsh tribal warrior even less is known.
This man wears the Celtic checkered fabric
cloak, a late Roman bow of composite
construction, and a simple dagger of Irish
form.

Proposed Panel 79
This Irish sub-king of the 8th century
wears a costume prescribed by strict
“sumptuary law” for each clan.19 He
is a member of the leading class, but
his weapons are still of the relatively
small and feeble form prevalent in
pre-Viking Ireland. The “Scottish”
(Irish) warriors of the Dál Riada
kingdom were great sailors. This man
probably just stepped from the
rowing benches of a merchant vessel.
He holds a peculiar type of sword
that appeared quite suddenly in
Ireland and might even indicate
trading links with Spain.

18

Ibid.
Sumptuary law restricts excessive personal expenditures in the interest of preventing extravagance and luxury in
food, drink, dress, and household equipment, usually on religious or moral grounds.
19
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Proposed Panel 75
When the Roman government of Britain collapsed in the early
5th century, the Romanized natives struggled for a time to
preserve their way of life, but gradually this was submerged by
three Germanic nations: Saxons from northern Germany; Angles
from the Danish peninsula; and Jutes from Jutland.
The Angles, Saxons, and Jutes became identified with each
other, forming an Anglo-Saxon people. The most important
invasions by these mercenaries were ca. 440-460 C.E. The
Anglo-Saxons controlled the south coast by 596. By the
beginning of the 7th century the Northumbrian Saxon king
controlled the whole of England. In 658, the Mercians rose and
ended all hope of unity for another century. The King of
Wessex in a series of campaigns united all the lands formerly
ruled by Mercia. A series of invasions by Vikings and Danes
ensued, but until 1066, the Saxons controlled much of England.
Thus, the scene was set for the final formation of the English
nation. The Anglo-Saxon community was a rural one and all
classes of society lived on the land. The proposed panel would
have depicted a Saxon of the lower peasant class in typical
woolen clothing and with his lower legs wrapped in linen
bandages.20 He wears a “Phrygian” cap and carries a
scramasax.21
Proposed Panel 68
This man represents one of the warriors based on the contents
of the grave of a Frankish chieftain from Krefeld-Gellep
(north of Dusseldorf along the Rhine River) in the early 6th
century.22 This contained a helm with ear flaps and a mail
neck guard, a short sword, a heavy spear, an angon (throwing
spear), two knives, and a francisca. The Franks had
consolidated their rule throughout Italy. The elaborate
decorations on the panels of the warrior’s spangenhelm
suggest Italian manufacture. The spangenhelm was spread by
nomadic Iranian tribes such as the Scythians and Sarmatians
who lived among the Eurasian steppes. By the 6th century it
was the most common helmet design in Europe Some of the
nasal helmets depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry from the 11th
century appear to be built as a spangenhelm construction.
20

Wise and Embleton. Saxon, Viking and Norman. Osprey Publishing Men-at-Arms series.
The Scramasax came in a wide range of sizes and was used both as a tool and a weapon. Carried horizontally, at
the back of the belt, the scramasax provided the spearman with both a close-quarters weapon and a tool and
utensil in camp.
22
Norman, Vesey. The Medieval Soldier
21
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Proposed Panel 82
This Pictish nobleman from the 9th
century has a helmet and hauberk
probably imported or captured from
Northumbria.23 His shield decoration is
based upon one of the enigmatic
symbols seen in so much Pictish art.
The North Pictish chieftain from the
same period wears archaic forms of
equipment such as the basically
rectangular shield with cut away edges
seen on earlier Roman carvings from
Hadrian’s Wall. These people were,
however, certainly not backward in
metalwork as can be seen from surviving
pieces of military equipment. Note the
very broad short sword.

23

Nicolle and McBride. Arthur and the Anglo-Saxon Wars. Osprey Publishing Men-at-Arms series.
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The Ancient Warrior Project
Dad had a lifelong fascination with the past, particularly with life of the ancient warrior. He
liked movies about ancient armies, read us books about King Arthur and the musketeers, and
carved figures such as the knight, the Native American head, the Roman galley, a catapult, and
medieval cannons. Near the end of his life, Dad planned a large series of art works depicting
ancient warriors. He created two sketches and wrote some notes, but only completed Lancelot
Lee and the Swabian Warrior.
He outlined an extensive list of historical figures to depict, including the following:
1. Pre-Historic – hunter warrior
2. Sumer – phalanx (4000 B.C.E.); chariot (3000 B.C.E.); short spears and axes with copper
heads
3. Akhad (Semites) – composite bow (2200 B.C.E.) led to conquering Sumer; wood and
horn
4. Egypt (pre-Hyksos) 5000 B.C.E. – not warriors
5. Hittites (Indo-Germanic Hurrians, 2000 B.C.E.) – used horse-drawn chariot for war;
Kikkuli was the Hurrian "master horse trainer" and wrote a chariot horse training text in
the Hittite language (1400 B.C.E.)
6. Babylon (1900 B.C.E.) Amorite
7. Greece (Achaeons and Dorians) – physical fitness; movable tower (500 B.C.E.); catapult;
individual valor
8. Egypt (post-Hyksos) 1600 B.C.E. – professional army; archers fired in volleys
9. Assyria (1000 B.C.E.) – use of iron; developed cavalry; used spear as a lance; used
regular engineers; invented the battering ram; built earthen rampart city walls; designed
armor for “glancing surfaces;” army camps laid out by engineers; high fence of sharp
stakes with towers at each corner; postal service; cotton to the Western world; invented
the aqueduct, wrote down music; greatest library in the Western world; invented mail
10. Persia (600 B.C.E.) – massed spearmen and cavalry archers
11. Macedonia (300 B.C.E.) – manned phalanx to anchor cavalry’ 16-24-foot pikes; peltast
conversion from phalanx to cavalry24
12. Rome – Etruscans and Latins in Italy; Romans expel natives and form a republic (510
B.C.E.); Consolidation of Italy and Sicily (266 B.C.E.); mail, buckle and tang, maniple,
and pilium (throwing spear); catapults added to the legion (1st century B.C.E.)
13. Byzantium

24

A peltast was a type of infantryman usually armed with a javelin and carrying a light shield.
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Egypt: 5000 B.C.E. – 525 B.C.E.
Egypt, divided politically into
some twoscore small,
independent districts or “nomes,”
united into two clearly defined
states about 3500 B.C.E. Upper
and Lower Egypt were united
into one kingdom about 3100
B.C.E. by Menes, the first true
Pharaoh. The First Dynasty of
Egypt operated as an absolute
monarchy ruled by a king-god.
From the time of Menes until the
end of the pyramid age (2180
B.C.E.), Egypt generally thrived.
Life revolved around the cycle of
the Nile River. Skillful
Egyptians built ditches, catch
basins, and canals to irrigate their
fertile soil.
As Egypt prospered there was
much internal strife. Around
1900 B.C.E., the unruly lords of
the nomes seized the power of
the Pharaoh dynasty. At the
point of greatest disunity, the
Nile valley for the first time was
successfully invaded. The
Asiatic Hyksos were both warlike
and highly civilized, expert
metallurgists, and builders of
efficiently fortified towns. By
1580 B.C.E., the Egyptians had
united and ousted the “shepherd
kings,” leaving Egypt once again
an independent and powerful
nation.
Figure 73 - Ancient Egypt (4000 - 325 B.C.E.)
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Figure 74 - Sumer (4000 B.C.E.)

The first humble origins of civilization in Mesopotamia have been traced to about 4500 B.C.E.
The Sumerians, whose origin is unknown, arrived in Mesopotamia…(text unfinished)

Appendix
{[Editor’s Note: Dad included this interesting appendix. He is right – I remember Mom singing
these songs when I was a child]
I think that Lillian Belle Arnold McKinley added a nice touch to her Gibson Chronicles with the
inclusion of popular songs of those days. Although we recall those songs, we will not reproduce
them. We will, however, include local favorites that Ethel Mae and Helen E. sang to their
children and grandchildren. We, as a family, sang these songs a lot while traveling in the car.
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Babes in the Woods
My dears do you know,
how a long time ago,
two poor little children,
whose names I don’t know,
were stolen away
on a bright summer’s day,
and left in the woods
I’ve heard people say.
And when it was night,
so sad was their plight,
the sun had gone down
and the moon gave no light.
They sobbed and they sighed,
and bitterly cried,
and the poor little things
they laid down and died.
And when they were dead,
the robins so red
brought strawberry leaves
and over them spread.
All the night long
they sang them this song
Poor Babes in the Woods,
Poor Babes in the Woods.

Revival Ditty
Oh, you need a little more religion
to walk in the narrow way.
Oh, you need a little more religion
to practice what you pray.
Oh, you need a little more religion
to always walk in right,
to practice doing what you pray
and every day live right.

Won’t You Come Over to My House25
Won’t you come over to my house?
Won’t you come over and play?
I’ve lots of playthings, a dolly or two,
I live in the house cross the way.
I’ll give you candy and sweet things,
I’ll put your hair in a curl.
Won’t you come over to my house
and play you are my little girl?
I don’t want to play in your yard.
I don’t like you anymore.
You’ll be sorry when you see me
sliding down my cellar door.
You can’t holler down my rain barrel.
You can’t climb my apple tree.
I don’t want to play in your yard
‘cause you won’t be good to me.

25

The first stanza of this song is one of the lyrics of a 1906 song about a mother inviting a neighbor girl over to play
with the things that belonged to her daughter whom “the angels took.” The second stanza is actually the refrain
from an 1894 song, “Two Little Maids,” about neighboring friends who have an argument.
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